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The Vocation of the Christian Scholar
2005-05-02

richard t hughes s highly praised book on the relationship between christian faith and
secular learning originally titled how christian faith can sustain the life of the mind
is now available in this revised and expanded edition which speaks more directly to the
subject of vocation in a substantial new preface hughes recounts his own vocational
journey telling how he drew on christian theology to discover his talents and how best
to use them another new chapter explores the vocation of christian colleges and
universities including the purposes and goals of church related education drawing from
the catholic reformed lutheran and anabaptist traditions hughes shows how the christian
scholar can embrace paradox rather than dogmatism his reflections provide a compelling
argument that faith properly pursued nourishes the openness and curiosity that make a
life of the mind possible praise for the original edition in this beautifully written
sermonic essay richard hughes defines the virtues needed for sound scholarship and good
teaching as hughes powerfully and persuasively argues the christian scholar has ample
christian warrant to be humble in the face of diversity open to the challenge of
competing perspectives and fully engaged in the cooperative rigorous and imaginative
search for truth the christian century following the examples of george marsden and
mark noll hughes encourages christians not to forsake their calling as scholars nor to
be discouraged by the enormity of their task but to keep on integrating faith and
contemporary culture reformed review in this book richard hughes mentors all of us who
want to beboth christians and scholars but even for those who do not teach and would
not wear the name scholar this book is a valuable model of what it means to serve god
humbly in one s chosen vocation new wineskins everybody who is concerned with christian
education should read this little book journal of education and christian belief

The Christian Scholar
1849

the christian tradition provides a wealth of insight into perennial human questions
about the shape of the good life human happiness virtue justice wealth and poverty
spiritual growth and much else besides and christian scholars can do great good by
bringing that rich tradition into conversation with the broader culture but what is the
nature and purpose of distinctively christian scholarship and what does that imply for
the life and calling of the christian scholar what is it about christian scholarship
that makes it christian ten eminent scholars grapple with such questions in this volume
they offer deep and thought provoking discussions of the habits and commitments of the
christian scholar the methodology and pedagogy of christian scholarship the role of the
holy spirit in education christian approaches to art and literature and more
contributors jonathan a anderson dariusz m brycko natasha duquette m elizabeth lewis
hall george hunsinger paul k moser alvin plantinga craig j slane nicholas wolterstorff
amos yong

The Christian Scholar
1962

christian scholars and teachers everywhere are exploring ever more fully the
relationship between christian faith and the various academic disciplines in this book
leading voices in the christian academy provide a solid theological foundation for
understanding the aims and practice of faith and learning integration especially within
church related institutions and also discuss some major challenges and opportunities
facing christian higher education in the twenty first century from publisher s
description

Christian Scholar's Review
2007

in this tale of two disciplines stephen d moore and yvonne sherwood invite the reader
into a paradox just as the wider field of literary studies has now come to operate
after theory biblical scholars continue their long search for an elusive holy grail a
definitive literary critical theory understanding that paradox requires revisiting the
peculiar history by which the curious figure of the biblical scholar was invented
during the enlightenment and how contemporary biblical scholarship continues however
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unwittingly to pursue enlightenment goals

Christian Scholarship in the Twenty-First Century
2014-09-19

can christian faith sustain the life of the mind this beautifully written essay by
richard hughes counters the widespread perception of christians as steeped in
narrowness and dogmatism and provides a powerful argument that faith properly pursued
in fact nourishes the openness and curiosity that make a life of the mind possible

The Christian Scholar in the Age of the Reformation
1961

the 18th century was a wealth of knowledge exploration and rapidly growing technology
and expanding record keeping made possible by advances in the printing press in its
determination to preserve the century of revolution gale initiated a revolution of its
own digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest
archive of its kind now for the first time these high quality digital copies of
original 18th century manuscripts are available in print making them highly accessible
to libraries undergraduate students and independent scholars the age of enlightenment
profoundly enriched religious and philosophical understanding and continues to
influence present day thinking works collected here include masterpieces by david hume
immanuel kant and jean jacques rousseau as well as religious sermons and moral debates
on the issues of the day such as the slave trade the age of reason saw conflict between
protestantism and catholicism transformed into one between faith and logic a debate
that continues in the twenty first century the below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided
as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification british library
t165526 london printed for john wilford 1728 47 1 p 12

The Christian Scholar
1849

evangelizing the academy is a unique and important task this book revives a challenge
regarding just how to do it

The Christian Scholar
1986

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Faithful Learning and the Christian Scholarly Vocation
2003

short timely poignant pointed burying white privilege is all of these and more this is
the book that everybody who cares about contemporary american christianity will want to
read many people wonder how white christians could not only support donald trump for
president but also rush to defend an accused child molester running for the us senate
in a 2017 essay that went viral miguel a de la torre boldly proclaimed the death of
christianity at the hands of white evangelical nationalists he continues sounding the
death knell in this book de la torre argues that centuries of oppression and greed have
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effectively ruined evangelical christianity in the united states believers and clerical
leaders have killed it choosing profits over prophets the silence concerning if not the
doctrinal justification of racism classism sexism and homophobia has made white
christianity satanic prophetically calling christian nationalists to repentance de la
torre rescues the biblical christ from the distorted christ of white christian
imagination

The Christian Scholar
1846

in this volume some of the outstanding christian scholars of our day reflect on how
their minds have changed how their academic fields have changed over the course of
their careers and the pressing issues that christian scholars will need to address in
the twenty first century this volume offers an accessible portrait of key trends in the
world of christian scholarship today christian thought in the twenty first century
features scholars from great britain canada the united states and switzerland the
contributors represent a wide variety of academic backgrounds from biblical studies to
theology to religious studies to history english literature philosophy law and ethics
this book offers a personal glimpse of christian scholars in a self reflective mode
capturing their honest reflections on the changing state of the academy and on changes
in their own minds and outlooks the breadth and depth of insight afforded by these
contributions provide rich soil for a reader s own reflections and an agenda that will
occupy christian thinkers well into the twenty first century content and contributors
historical perspectives on the christian tradition 1 jesus and the gospels by craig a
evans 2 the dwarfs are for the dwarfs medieval church history today by dennis d martin
3 reflections on medieval english literature by denis renevey 4 reflections of an
historian of early modern german protestantism by douglas h shantz 5 making historical
theology by margaret r miles 6 eastern orthodoxy in the twenty first century by james r
payton jr 7 religion s return by lamin sanneh philosophical and theological issues 8
the christian philosopher today by terrence penelhum 9 christian thought an agenda for
the future by clark h pinnock 10 process theology in process john b cobb jr 11
christian theology in a post christendom world by douglas john hall encounters with
religious pluralism and the new science 12 a new way of being christian by paul f
knitter 13 comparative theology keith ward 14 science and religion in the twenty first
century by john polkinghorne 15 bioethics a forum for finding shared values in a twenty
first century society by margaret somerville the academy and the city 16 but have you
kept the faith of your ancestors musings on the writing and teaching of the history of
christianity in a secular canada by marguerite van die 17 the spiritual quest christian
thought and the academy challenges commitments and considerations by charles
nienkirchen 18 ecstatic nerve fiction historical narrative and christian theology in an
academic setting by peter c erb 19 athens and jerusalem facing both ways in calgary by
alan p f sell 20 the city and the church by wesley a kort approaches to english
literature and film 21 reflections on literary theory and criticism by susan felch 22 a
time of promise and responsibility teaching english literature in the christian academy
by arlette zinck 23 thomas merton retrospect and prospect by bonnie thurston 24 thomas
merton s divinations for a twenty first century christian reader by lynn szabo 25
christianity and the cinema an interreligious conversation by anne moore index

The Christian Scholar: His Position, His Dangers, and His
Duties. An Address Pronounced Before the House of
Convocation of Trinity College, Hartford, Etc
1846

throughout its entire history the discipline of anthropology has been perceived as
undermining or even discrediting christian faith many of its most prominent theorists
have been agnostics who assumed that ethnographic findings and theories had exposed
religious beliefs to be untenable e b tylor the founder of the discipline in britain
lost his faith through studying anthropology james frazer saw the material that he
presented in his highly influential work the golden bough as demonstrating that
christian thought was based on the erroneous thought patterns of savages on the other
hand some of the most eminent anthropologists have been christians including e e evans
pritchard mary douglas victor turner and edith turner moreover they openly presented
articulate reasons for how their religious convictions cohered with their professional
work despite being a major site of friction between faith and modern thought the
relationship between anthropology and christianity has never before been the subject of
a book length study in this groundbreaking work timothy larsen examines the point where
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doubt and faith collide with anthropological theory and evidence

The Christian Scholar. A Discourse [on John Xi. 25, 26]
Delivered on the Sunday Following the Death of Mr. A.
Norton, Etc. [With a Memoir of A. Norton.]
1853

excerpt from the duty of the christian scholar to the masses an address delivered
before the house of convocation of hobart free college geneva july 19 1854 i know the
reply of individualism is the answer of cain am i my brother s keeper 2 it is the reply
which a de votion to dollars and cents may prompt but it is not that which becomes
scholars and patriots and christians when we seek to elevate the masses our labor is of
little profit unless they in turn extend the boon when we are gone and in regions
beyond the sphere of our influence and we ill requite the sacrifices and labors of those
who gave us our literary and religious advantages if we use them but for our individual
benefit about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Invention of the Biblical Scholar
2001

the gospel of jesus christ is always situated within a particular cultural context but
how should christians approach the complex relationship between their faith and the
surrounding culture should we simply retreat from culture should we embrace our
cultural practices and mindset how important is it for us to be engaged with our
culture and mindset how might we do that with discernment and faithfulness william
edgar offers a biblical theology in the light of our contemporary culture that contends
that christians should and indeed must engage with the surrounding culture by exploring
what scripture has to say about the role of culture and gleaning insights from a
variety of theologians including abraham kuyper t s eliot h richard niebuhr and c s
lewis edgar contends that cultural engagement is a fundamental aspect of human
existence he does not shy away from those passages that emphasize the distinction
between christians and the world yet he finds shining through the biblical witness
evidence that supports a robust defence of the cultural mandate to be fruitful and
multiply and fill the earth and subdue it genesis 1 28 with clarity and wisdom edgar
argues that we are most faithful to our calling as god s creatures when we participate
in creating culture introduction part 1 parameters of culture part 2 challenges from
scripture part 3 the cultural mandate epilogue

How Christian Faith Can Sustain the Life of the Mind
1718

excerpt from the christian scholar and soldier memoirs of lewis minor coleman professor
in the university of virginia lt col of first reg t va artillery as a boy lewis was
thoughtful affectionate and studious from childhood he cherished reverence and love for
his parents which manifested itself in uniform and unquestioning obedience and in
anxiety to please them and gnin their ap provaj as the elder brother in the family he
was devoted and faithful reproving earnestly what he deemed errors and faultsgyet in
such a spirit of tenderness and affection as evei to knit more closely the hands of
love that united them about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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The Christian Scholar
1778

explores the decline in religious influence in american universities discussing why
this transformation has occurred

The Christian Scholar
2011

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Taking Every Thought Captive
2018-04-24

more christians now live in the majority world than in europe and north america yet
most theological literature does not reflect the rising tide of christian reflection
coming from these regions if we take seriously the spirit s movement around the world
we must consider how the rich textures of christianity in the majority world can
enliven inform and challenge all who are invested in the ongoing work of theology
majority world theology offers an unprecedented opportunity to enter conversations on
the core christian doctrines with leading scholars from around the globe seeking to
bring together the strongest theological resources from past and present east and west
the volume editors have assembled a diverse team of contributors to develop insights
informed by questions from particular geographic and cultural contexts this book
features a comprehensive overview of systematic theology with sections on the trinity
christology pneumatology soteriology ecclesiology and eschatology contributors
including amos yong ruth padilla deborst victor i ezigbo wonsuk ma aída besançon
spencer randy s woodley munther isaac and veli matti kärkkäinen explorations of how
scripture tradition and culture fit together to guide the church s theological
reflection scholars demonstrating how to read the bible and think theologically in
light of contextual resources and concerns inside views on what doing theology looks
like in contributors contexts and what developments they hope for in the future when we
learn what it means for jesus to be lord in diverse places and cultures we grasp the
gospel more fully and are more able to see the blind spots of our own local versions of
christianity majority world theology provides an essential resource for students
theologians and pastors who want to expand their theological horizons

The Christian Scholar
2009

this book is designed to help those who are interested in christian higher education
explore anew the unique features opportunities and contemporary challenges of one
distinct type of educational institution the christian college what distinguishes
conceiving the christian college from the many other books on this subject is its
incisive discussion of a set of crucial ideas widely misunderstood in the world of
christian higher education now serving in his eleventh year as president of one of the
nation s foremost christian colleges duane litfin is well placed to ask pressing
questions regarding faith based education what is unique about christian colleges what
is required to sustain them how do they maintain their bearing in the tumultuous
intellectual seas of the twenty first century litfin s themes are large but they are
meant to refocus the conceptual challenges to christian education in ways that will
strengthen both the academic environment of today s christian colleges and their impact
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on culture at large

The Two Tasks of the Christian Scholar
2015-02-19

we live in a wired world where 24 7 digital connectivity is increasingly the norm
christian megachurch communities often embrace this reality wholeheartedly while more
traditional churches often seem hesitant and overwhelmed by the need for an interactive
website a facebook page and a twitter feed this book accepts digital connectivity as
our reality but presents a vision of how faith communities can utilize technology to
better be the body of christ to those who are hurting while also helping followers of
christ think critically about the limits of our digital attachments this book begins
with a conversion story of a non cell phone owning non facebook using religion
professor judgmental of the ability of digital tools to enhance relationships a stage
iv cancer diagnosis later in the midst of being held up by virtual communities of
support a conversion occurs this religion professor benefits in embodied ways from
virtual sources and wants to convert others to the reality that the body of christ can
and does exist virtually and makes embodied difference in the lives of those who are
hurting the book neither uncritically embraces nor rejects the constant digital
connectivity present in our lives rather it calls on the church to a recognize ways in
which digital social networks already enact the virtual body of christ b tap into and
expand how christ is being experienced virtually c embrace thoughtfully the material
effects of our new augmented reality and c influence utilization of technology that
minimizes distraction and maximizes attentiveness toward god and the world god loves

The Life of the Christian - Scholar's Choice Edition
2018-12-11

this volume is a revision and updating of the soul of the american university from
protestant establishment to established nonbelief 1994 acknowledgments

Burying White Privilege
2012-04-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you
will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Christian Thought in the Twenty-First Century
2014-08-29

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it
may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because
we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our
commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable
high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

The Slain God
1800

the focus of this study is philip schaff 1819 1893 whose life spans two continents born
in switzerland and educated at german universities as an immigrant scholar he had a
distinguished american career as church historian biblical scholar apologist of
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christianity and fervent advocate of the reunion of the christian churches this book
offers for the first time a scholarly exploration of philip schaff s german years of
education for as the book demonstrates only a thorough understanding of schaff s
formative years will enable us to do full justice to his distinguished american career
his german education largely shaped his american career with its broad compass and with
its focus of outstanding personalities and theological positions in nineteenth century
german protestantism this study therefore contributes to the ongoing scholarly
discussion both of a significant figure in nineteenth century american christianity and
of german protestantism in the nineteenth century s first half as it contributes to the
important field of immigration studies an extensive bibliography of relevant german
literature is another contribution to scholarship by this book

The Christian Scholar: in Rules and Directions, for
Children and Youths Sent to English Schools ... Fifth
Edition.
2017-12-21

trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide
readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature
that has stood the test of time the many thousands of books in our collection have been
sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that trieste
publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the
original our readers see the books the same way that their first readers did decades or
a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by imperfections
that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text
photographs or missing pages it is highly unlikely that this would occur with one of
our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste publishing
s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every
page of all the books in the collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that
are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of trieste
publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to
the maximum degree possible gives them the experience of owning the original work we
pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books of
the finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally
trieste books are purchased singly on demand however they may also be purchased in bulk
readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire
about our tailored bulk rates

The Duty of the Christian Scholar to the Masses
1797

The Christian Scholar
2017-03-16

Created and Creating
2016-10-26

The Christian Scholar and Soldier
1994

The Soul of the American University
2015-02-19

The Harvest Within; Thoughts on the Life of the Christian
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- Scholar's Choice Edition
2020-12-01

Majority World Theology
1761

The Christian Scholar in Rules and Directions for Children
and Youth Sent to English-Schools. More Especially
Designed for the Poor Children Educated in the Charity-
Schools
1811

The Christian Scholar
2004-09-24

Conceiving the Christian College
2016-11-01

The Virtual Body of Christ in a Suffering World
2021

The Soul of the American University Revisited
2015-02-18

George Washington the Christian - Scholar's Choice Edition
2008-08-01

God's Scholars (1903)
2004

The German Education of Christian Scholar Philip Schaff
2017-08-15

America as a Field for the Exertions of the Christian
Scholar
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